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Top 10 arts industry quotes from 2013

Matthew Caines

Anne Carson asked in Decreation, a collection of poems and essays: what is a quote? A quote,

she wrote, "is a cut, a section, a slice of someone else's orange. You suck the slice, toss the rind,

skate away."

A quote about quotes, about as meta as it gets on the Culture Pros Network, and yet one that in

a roundabout way sums up quite neatly the nature of our weekly Arts head interviews. If you're

new to the series, it's the conversations we have with some of the brightest and best minds

working in culture and the arts, and in doing them I've always tried to squeeze the most juicy

and succulent slices of orange from our interviewees: words of wisdom; creative case studies;

rallying calls to action; even practical tips.

Here's a collection of the ten best quotes from the series in 2013.

Purni Morell

I have a friend who says there are two problems in this world, and only two: one is how you live
with other people; the other is how you live with yourself. What I like about theatre is that it's the
meeting point of those two problems.

From sculpture park programmers to Google directors, we round up some of best quotes from
our weekly interviews
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The Unicorn theatre's artistic director had plenty to say on childhood creativity, paying

attention to parents and why audiences should know more than performers – but it was this

soundbite on the power of theatre to answer some of life's biggest questions that really stuck

out.

Amit Sood
I've said it a hundred times, but you can never replicate the experience of seeing a work of art
online. I still prefer seeing Van Gogh's The Starry Night in person.

The founder of the Google Art Project on why digital collections can never replace that visceral,

up-close experience of seeing a work of art. It's an interview museum directors might want to

read again, if only for Sood's admission that museum heads always know best.

Jeremy Epstein and Charlie Fellowes
The gallery show is where the risks are taken!

Described by Marcus Field in the Independent as representative of a new breed of gallerist, the

Edel Assanti founders shared their views on Amazon Art, pop-up shows and a new generation

of art buyers.

Chantal Guevara
The biggest wake-up call was that to a certain extent, regional artists don't actually care about
London. They don't care about being a success in the capital or what London audiences think of
them, and that's quite a blow for us Londoners.

The director of Cloud Dance festival spent a good portion of 2013 visiting dance agencies

around the UK, so I asked what her observations had been – cue a flurry of comments from our

readers about the capital, including this one: "Never go there now, too dangerous."

Nobby Dimon
There's often the most basic dressing room facilities (sometimes none) and if you need a wee at the
interval you'll usually have stand in the queue with the audience.

It's not often I ask questions about the toilet facilities, but the artistic director of North Country

Theatre managed to squeeze this reference in when I asked what it is that makes rural theatre

so special.

Laura Bowler
Traditional opera, for many reasons, neglects its musicians.

The founder of Size Zero Opera spoke very candidly about some of the big issues facing opera

in 2013, including supporting new talent, audience trends, funding and pub performances.

Christopher Le Brun
My innate romanticism, which despite myself I am unable to entirely suppress, would put the
inventive capacity of artists as one of [our] greatest assets.

The president of the Royal Academy of Arts gave a strong response to my question about recent

reports that artists now find themselves at the bottom of the cultural food chain.

Neville Brody
We're having to face the fact that students are being made to invest in this nation's future, which is
an absurd situation … it's just been a sudden culture shock, and we've all been pushed off the cliff
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and told to swim.

The D&AD president spoke to me about arts education, the future of the creative industries,

and why quantifying culture is a last resort.

Clare Lilley
Sometimes people are seduced by stealth – they come to listen to a poet, cellist or the dawn chorus,
or because an artist is working with bees or newts or road diggers, and then before they know it,
they're looking at some strange object and enjoying it, maybe even transported by it.

Programming for 500 acres of open estate is no easy task, and sometimes you have to resort to

less obvious approaches, as the director of programme at Yorkshire Sculpture Park revealed

back in February.

Antonia Grove
Dance communicates in a way that no other artform can. In my opinion it has a unique ability to
reach people viscerally, energetically and poetically in a way that is both primitive and
sophisticated.

One of our most recent interviews, the woman behind dance theatre company Probe on

funding, gender issues and why 2014 is the year for cross-artform work.

If you would like to pitch someone for an Arts head interview in 2014, email me at
matthew.caines@theguardian.com

This content is brought to you by Guardian Professional. To get more articles like this direct to
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